JOIN PIN FOR A FREE, ONLINE COMMUNITY EVENT IN NOVEMBER:

CONNECTION INSTEAD OF CONFLICT
ELIMINATING PARENTING POWER STRUGGLES

Parents often struggle with diminishing influence and connection with their children – this doesn’t have to be your new normal. Join speaker Kaley Chiles, LPC, LAC at Sandstone, as she discusses opportunities to flip power struggles on their head so we can find more mutual wins.

We’ll explore topics related to the parent-child dynamic:

- How power in a system works
- How we unknowingly self-sabotage
- Impacts of power-control struggles
- How to harness and channel power for greater family influence

Tuesday, November 3rd, 9:15-11:15 am
9:20 am - CCSD Welcome: Janise McNally, Ed.S., CCSD Wellness Coordinator
9:45 am - Speaker: Kaley Chiles, LPC, LAC
Eliminating Power Struggles with Your Child

CONNECT TO THIS ONLINE EVENT:
WWW.PINCCSD.ORG

Kaley Chiles, LPC, LAC, has a variety of experience from play therapy with young children, working with the prison system and the Department of Human Services. Through research and addiction work, she has seen the benefits of treating trauma and addiction with EMDR and treating the whole family. Kaley currently runs her private practice, Breakthrough Counseling, and the family immersion program for Sandstone’s Cascade Canyon adolescent residential facility located on Pikes Peak.

Mark Your Calendar: November 10th at 6:30 pm with Brannon Pruet
Vaping + Marijuana: Truth and Trends with Today’s Teens

PIN: INFORMING, INSPIRING AND EMPOWERING PARENTS FOR MORE THAN 40 YEARS!
MISSED THE LIVE PRESENTATION? RECORDINGS WILL BE AVAILABLE ON THE PIN WEBSITE: PINCCSD.ORG.